Journey to Love
From YOU to YOU!
DAY 2
Unlock your limiting beliefs about FEMININITY
Introduction
Hello there. I am so happy to be here and open up Day 2. I am being bathed in
these little sparkles and this is the perfect tone to start today about unblocking
limiting beliefs about relationships. While I wait for people to show up or sign up
and to be told by Facebook that I am here I am going to create some vibrations to
open up the heart through my singing bowl. I love the vibration of this bowl. For
those of you who don’t know about singing bowls, singing bowls have different
frequencies and they vibrate to different tones. This one in particular is the tone
for the vibration of the heart, the heart chakra. Each chakra has vibration or a
tone. Starting at do at the base chakra. So, do, re, me, fa. This bowl is a “Fa”. “Fa”
is a vibration to open up the heart chakra that’s why I like to put it out.
Today we will be moving into relationships and limiting beliefs about
relationships a little different than what we did yesterday. Today is Day 2 of our
beautiful five-day journey. Today we are going to be looking at removing limiting
beliefs about relationships. Yesterday we did love; today is about relationships
and it will be about opening up to our feminine essence so that then we can
really dive in to big healing with our inner goddess and attracting our soulmate.
That’s the idea of this journey for this week.
I want to know what you are taking away from our days together. What are your
takeaways from yesterday? I want to thank Margaret because I didn’t think of
saying it with such clarity as she put in her sharing. She did a great summary of
yesterday’s takeaways. While I wait for you so you can hear it in the replay I’m
going to read what these are because she did a great post.
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The four takeaways she took from yesterday was:
Ø A big aha, connecting what does it mean to love ourselves unconditionally
first so that when someone tells you they love you. You can believe it and
not doubt that person.
Dana: I was surprised how much easier it was to say negative statements than the
positive. Oh wow isn’t that empowering? Its amazing when we start doing this
work we realize things that we did not realize before. We have an inner dialogue
that is so negative that its poisoning ourselves. Our confidence. Our self-love. And
we’re not even aware about that. My tip Dana is to, once you’ve done all the
negative statements and you are clear about then, what are the things you need
to transform? That is fantastic because now you know what it is you are dealing
with. Now based on those you write your positive statements. And keep at it and I
promise you that the more you come to this day after day the easier it will be to
write the positive statements and also to repeat the ones that you have written
the day before. Maybe its not about reinventing new ones everyday its about also
going and rewriting the new beliefs that we discovered are the ones that are
rewiring our new belief system.
Ø A new perspective on what releasing entails
Ø The knowledge that a completely healed heart is the evidence that you
don’t get triggered. You really have indifference
Ø The writing of a new belief to rewire an old one. It felt so much more
effective than just repeating random mantras because it targets exactly the
limiting beliefs you are dealing with. Which is a bit of what Dana said.
Ø
I am so glad you ladies are showing up. Wonderful to have you hear again and I’d
love to hear from you as everyone one is signing up for day two. Today we are
going to talk about overcoming limiting beliefs about relationships. I just read
what the takeaways from yesterday were. Margaret was kind enough to do a
great summary about them. I read them for everybody to have them at the
beginning also for the replay for the people who will be joining. I have two
screens that’s why you see me looking down. I have my computer because it is
easier for me to follow comments and things like that and know who’s in and
whose on with the computer. It is 5:07 so respecting those of you who are here
I’m going to kick off today.
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Set the intention
Today first of all I want to set the intention. For everybody that’s here. For
everybody who will join in the replay. So, if you’re live just close your eyes for a
moment. Put your hands on your heart. And accompany me in going inside and
connecting with the beautiful energy of the heart. Think about three things that
you are grateful for today. For me I’m going to say them out loud:
1. One is being here with you who are showing up for yourselves. I love being
here and I am grateful that I can be doing what I love in my life. Living my
purpose. And connecting with beautiful women around the world
2. I’m grateful for my family that supports me in this endeavor
3. I’m grateful for living in a beautiful place and having a beautiful landscape
all around me
Now you connect with three things that make you feel grateful because that as I
have explained already is a vortex that opens our hearts into love and into
receiving from the universe positive things. And in this space of gratitude. I pray
to the universe. To source. To God. Whatever is the name to the energy that feels
right to you. That for all of the women listening today live and for all of the
women that will be listening to the replay that I may be the right channel to bring
forth the knowledge, the healing that’s just right for each one of you. That I may
be a clear channel. That I can be a guide for you right now with exactly what you
are needing to know to heal, to open up to love. To attract a soulmate into your
life. To take your relationship to a next level. I ask that all of us be blessed and
connected love easier day after day after gratitude day. I pray this with a heart
of gratitude and love. I thank you for all the spirit guides that are here to
accompany us today. I pray this believing that this is possible for all of us. And so
it is. Thank you. So, with a beautiful deep breath we ground this intention. We
ground this happiness and gratitude for being here.

Content
So, the first thing I want to bring up today is the last thing I said yesterday, and
this was channeled to me earlier today … I that I needed to do this. I want to
share a tip with you. Many people ask me when I prepare these Facebook
challenges. This is not my first Facebook challenge I’ve done in this year and a
half. I’ve done four. And the way it goes is that I know I want to do something to
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give a lot of value in my business. I’m fired up about something and I ask for
guidance and this time this is what came through. This challenge. Very clear, the
subject matter was very clear. Then I keep going inside and asking for guidance
regarding exactly what I have to structure day by day the challenge. There’s a lot
of it that is knowledge that I have. A lot of it is experience. And, I get a good
framework for how I need to go about the day. But then always, always, always
when I’m in the challenge I know that there is information I will be receiving in a
channeling form, intuitively connecting very much into my female and we’ll be
discussing this tomorrow and specifically Thursday when we go tune into the
goddess. We all have the capacity to do this, the capability to do this some of us
have learned how to do it more, some of us do it a little less. But I just wanted you
to know how it works. I have a script. It’s not a script. I’m going to show you the
behind the scenes. This is my journal. Its not a script just bullet points, ideas, I
know the things I want to ensure that get through to you. Then things like in a half
an hour ago I was told to start with this. So, this is the belief.
The belief is this: in order for you in this journey of healing, in this journey like
yesterday when I shared with you how to rewire new beliefs and how most of you
said, wow that’s a great way to go about it and I never thought to go about it in
that way, well that’s great because the belief that doing this new thing is going to
help you, is going to first: motivate you to go do it and do it day after day, and
second: it is going to bring healing to you because you believe that that is
possible.
In terms of relationships that happens as well.
So you’ve got to believe, if you’re single, you’ve got to believe with all your
heart that the soulmate is out there for you. You’ve got to believe that a
beautiful loving soulful relationship is available for you in your life. If you hover
with doubts about I’m not good enough and maybe I’m not meant for a loving
relationship. I have so many wonderful things in my life that I’m ok with what I
have, and I don’t need a relationship. Any of these less than high vibe completely
beautiful beliefs about having what you desire will not let you have what you
desire. It’s a simple statement I wanted to put out there. And now jumping into
the subject and relating it to it. So those of you who are live, please tell me what
situation you are in, so I’ll know if you are in a relationship, if you’re single, people
who have just lost a relationship. What situation that you are in? Also write your
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idea in a few words what is your idea of the relationship you desire. So that we
can build upon that. Tell me if you’re in a relationship, if you’re single, if you want
to have a relationship, if you were just done with a relationship.
What’s going on and tell me what is your idea of a loving relationship.
Let me see if there are any messages, complicated, separated. Complicated is
good I can handle that. Thank you Larissa for sharing. Ok so separated. I can see
people or writing but Facebook isn’t showing me. My idea of dating my idea is a
partner. Dana-divorced, single for two years, I desire a person that is a partner in
life, adventure, love, and friendship. So Kim can you also put when you say my
idea is a partner, what is your idea of the partner you would want, what type of
partner you’d love? OK, so thank you for sharing this. Separated, dating, divorced
so mostly single in terms of living alone. Complicated might be that he is coming
in and out. I understand complicated.
So, this is what I wanted to say about this the first thing. A life partner is
someone to witness life with. Beautiful, Kim thank you that’s the perfect segue to
what I’m about to say. So, I’ve read a beautiful book by Gary Zukav called The
Seat of the Soul. If you follow Oprah Winfrey chances are you’ve heard of this
book because she loves Gary Zukav and she is totally on top of this book that he
wrote almost 20 years ago but its incredibly valid even today. So, why I bring this
up is because is that there is one chapter there that touched me deeply when he
spoke about relationships and marriage. And I thought that it was a great thing to
bring up today and this is what it is, he differentiates what he calls the five
sensorial man and by man he means human, so man and woman, versus the
multi-dimensional human. And since I know many of you came from the Hay
House group I can safely say that most of you are a multi-dimensional women and
not a five senses one. But what I mean by this is that a five senses person believes
only what is hard, you know the table, the chair, this baton, you know the things
that are hard and not in the subtle world like prayer, energies, and all of that.
And, why this is important in the way he put is because he said something
beautiful, he said that when marriage, and when I talk about relationships I don’t
necessarily, just so you can know, DISCLAIMER: I don’t mean marriage, I don’t
mean even heterosexual, I mean relationships no matter what it is, love
relationships. But he was saying that in the old days of marriage, as we know,
marriage had a fundamental social component of survival and that people used to
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get married because that’s the way in which they could survive in clans, in
communities, cave man, in the Middle Ages, in the feudal system, etc. And that
this carried along to the modern day and age, the 60s and the 70s and 80s. And
mostly women would get married and be forced, oftentimes the majority of the
time, to stay in the marriage even if they were unfulfilled and it was to the service
of practical things. I bring money, I cook, I clean, I raise the children. There wasn’t
even a mention about soulful growth. About being together to be the best
versions of each other. This was like science fiction in those days. So, the multidimensional man, the woman we are today, the women who have a connection
to spirit, that are connecting or striving to connect mostly with a female inner
sacredness, to be in the flow, to balance or to have female and male energy and
we’re going to take about this more tomorrow on and Thursday, but, just briefly
the introduction, we believe or we want to believe, at least that maybe we were
told that we don’t deserve to have it all but we know we can have it all.
Intellectually we do and that’s why we are here in this Facebook challenge to
make sure that you can have it all and the belief and the foundation I would love
to use and I want your ok’s that you think that you want too, is that a relationship
the way I see it for you women in this challenge, and for the women I coach, is a
soulful relationship and when I say soulful what I mean is two wholes, a man, a
woman, two women, two men, it doesn’t matter, that get together to love each
other and in the journey be there to ensure that you each become the best
version of yourself. It’s a soulful journey therefore the marriage is soulful and it
doesn’t matter if there is a piece of paper or not. But there is a soulful contract,
let’s call it contract more than marriage, it may last a couple of years, it doesn’t
matter because as souls when we come to earth we make agreements that we’re
going to make journeys with different souls and along the way me may finish and
conclude what we agreed upon. So it might not be a lifetime marriage or soulful
marriage or soulful contract it might also be a few months, years whatever it
takes for us to learn those lessons. So give me an ok. Give me a thumbs up. Little
hearts. Something to tell me that you are listening to what I’m saying and that it
resonates with you. Yes or no. Give me hearts. Give me thumbs up. Give me
something. Write to me if you believe something different. I want this to be a
creation with you. I don’t want to be preaching to you. I want to be tapping into
what’s most important and valid for you. So, Larissa wrote ideal relationship for
me would be a fulfilling, loving, inspiring, soul connection, compassionate, sharing
in all aspects of love and life, adventure, fun, and deep sharing two whole people
being together.
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[Valerie gets up from the desk and shows the audience the space from which she is
doing this video, including the outdoors of the Tuscan countryside]
As she sits down she picks up the discourse… Back to relationships. So you’re all in
agreement about the fact that a soulful relationship is what we want. A soulful
relationship implies a relationship that wants both people to be the best of each
other. So, Helen just brought a subject up that ties in with something else that I
wanted to say. Somebody wrote yesterday, that part of the healing at a certain
point will have happened once “I am back in a relationship”. This is what was in
the comments. And I wrote that I was going to address that. And Helen just wrote
“I tend to attract men that are attached and I have done all my life and maybe I’m
not available”. I want to address all these things. What does it mean to heal … in
terms of healing whatever it is at any level of your being psychological, energetic,
or mental that is not letting you attract a soulmate into your life? So healing
would be healing at all levels of your being: energetic, spiritual, or mental, and
psychological so that you can attract a soulmate to your life. So in this case
Helen is saying I keep attracting men that are not available other women tell me
that men aren’t attracted to me even though I’m beautiful. Other people tell me I
start a relationship and everything is looking great and then for reasons I don’t
understand everything breaks up. Or I tend to attract men that always cheat on
me. Or you tell me what’s your story because there are infinite stories but they all
on these lines. I want to show you two things. The first thing about healing is I
want to show you the process of healing on a theoretical level. So we, and Helen
this is specifically for you, we have something that happened in our lives that
determines on a subconscious level a robotic mechanism within us. When I say
robotic what I mean to say is “repeated ways of acting the same way in front of a
certain type of stimulus and we do this subconsciously”. That’s why I say it’s
robotic. This is psychology what I am about to tell you. Things happen in the
womb, that already has an influence on you, that’s at a cellular level. Between 0
and 7 years of age you get impacted by what happens on your family level.
Between 7 and 14 you get impacted with what happens on a family level and a
society level because kids start going to school and so not only what happens in
the family affects you, so does society at the level of school or whereever the
children are interacting. Those 14 years for the most part are the years that are
the ones that create scars in our souls and in our energies and in our hearts and
our minds that then create within us situations like what Helen says about always
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attracting men that are attached. Why? Let me give you an example. So, your
dad, I’m not talking to Helen now I am giving an example, your dad could have:
a) Cheated on your mom
b) Never really been available for you. He’s a hard worker or he was an
alcoholic and he was not available for you. Or he was a hard worker and a
good man but he didn’t have that knowledge to pay attention to as his
daughter and to give you the attention you needed. For some reason the
man in your life as you were a young girl didn’t give you that attention that
you needed to nurture your needs as a little girl growing up. And that
created within you a subconscious belief, this seems very easily and very
basic, but believe me it’s not.
Give me hearts and give me thumbs up if as I’m talking this resonates with you
and sounds like its ok and makes sense. So, I know you are with me. Then you
grow up. You grow up and become a beautiful woman. But at a very, very deep
subconscious level you have a belief that you don’t deserve to be loved by a
man. You don’t deserve to be loved by a man that treats you likes you deserve
and sees you as the beautiful woman that you are. Its very subtle. Very deep.
Very profound. So, its deep there and maybe you don’t see it until several times
in which you’ve attracted attached men or men that were unavailable at other
levels. Sometimes men are not attached and yet they are unavailable on an
emotional level. So, it’s the same. In the end you don’t get your man. You don’t
get to have that soulful man with you. Until I go and heal that first event in
childhood, you will keep repeating this in your life as an adult.
The point is that we are also energetic bodies and as a human with an energetic
imprint is as if we were going through life with a sign saying: I don’t believe I
deserve a fully available man. I’m here. I want a relationship, but I don’t believe
I’m available and deserve a fully available man. The man that is not fully available
is going to come to you like the bees to honey. Actually, I don’t know why they
say bees to honey, it should be bees to flowers J. This is the point: they will come
to you, attracted to you, magnetized by you, like the ying and the yang. You know
they’re wanting to have fun in a relationship but they know they are not available,
to you who, at a subtle level attract exactly that. And that’s why I call it robotic
because it happens over and over and it happens without your awareness. It
happens without you realizing that there’s a command at a very deep level in
your soul that’s taking you to this type of relationship. Can I have an ok. Can I
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have a yes. Can I have an amen to this. I understand. Hearts or thumbs up.
Because this is such basic human beingness. This is what we as a woman carry.
Each woman has a story. Each woman has an imprint. We may not know even
what these imprints are unless we go there in a regression, in a guided
visualization. Just so that you know, when I work with women like you this is what
I do. I do coaching of course which is wordings and questions and answers and
traditional coaching. I guide you through these types of healings. There’s a
beautiful piece of work that is not mine but I studied it, it’s called “The Inner Child
Work” and its going and working with your inner child to heal the trauma at the
time in which it happened in your childhood. As an adult embrace that child and
heal that. And magical things happen when you get this type of healing. What
happens then? When you become whole, that’s why I love this name “Return to
Wholeness”, when you become whole. When you’re not pieces that are in pain,
that are in the shadow and you cannot see them. When you become whole.
When you start loving yourself. When you grow into what we said yesterday,
when you see those parts of you that were being delayed and were being left in
the shadows, when you bring them forth, when you talk to them lovingly, when
you reprogram yourself to love every piece of you. (Helen wrote something
beautiful yesterday in the sharing she watched the replay. She wrote something
like I have started to love my eyes, my hair, my nose my skin about going about
yourself. About loving yourself that’s one piece.) The other piece is healing those
things that are deep into your stories that no matter how much mindset work
you do, no matter how much desire, no matter what a beautiful woman with a
generous heart full of love you have, you won’t be able to do that step into a
healthy relationship because there is healing that needs to be done at a prior
level, at a basic level. And this can be done in many, many ways and there’s a
million ways in which people go about it so you can choose your path. You can do
it through OSHO work they do a lot of cathartic work. For me that doesn’t work
anymore for me but some people like that. Its cathartic people letting it go with
anger, screams, with your body there’s some part of healing that goes through
that. There’s healing about “who I am”. Asking that basic question in meditation
forever in a day. And understanding that you are not defined by your father,
your mother loving you or they didn’t love you. There’re all the many different
coaching pathways. There’s my pathway as well. But there is many ways you can
about healing this and the one key element is that I had a master that told me this
and I loved it, he said for anybody to want to go through the healing journey,
water has to be boiling at 100 degrees because if water boils at 70 or 80 degrees
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the person won’t be ready to go through the journey. And translated in lay terms
this means is that the journey to healing is a journey that requires deep
commitment on your part and requires the ability to be open, vulnerable,
coachable, and the ability to be surprised by magic and by Divine healing, and
Divine love. And this is really a way of showing up for yourself. And so, when you
show up for yourself that way than healing can happen. But for the most part you
are not ready to show up that way until you are so sick and tired of what makes
you stay wherever you are that you’re unhappy. That you are ready to do
whatever it takes to move you forward. So, if you’re still like yes, I would like to
kind of nice have a relationship but you know you’re not willing to go through the
work, then it won’t happen for you. And I love that, I love to make this so clear
with people.
So, moving forward to bring healing to you the other point is this, to answer the
statement that somebody wrote yesterday. Somebody wrote yesterday about
well I can do all this healing on my own but then I guess I will have to try it on the
relationship. So, it’s perfect to address right now. So, the answer is no. No that’s
not true, that’s a belief but that’s not true. When you heal deeply at the levels
we are talking about then you never go about with a sign that says “Yes I healed
but I kind of have this scar that I want to ensure is correctly healed”. Can you
imagine? No, you go through the world with a sign that says “I’m a beautiful,
gorgeous, divine goddess. And I’m so ready to have a man that loves me and
supports me and holds me in the way a King would hold a Queen”. That’s just
your energy. You don’t have to say anything this is just the way it happens. You
heal, this is the type of energy you emanate. Your body position changes. Your
tone of voice. The brightness of your eyes. The skin. Everything. You just
transform because the transformation is so deep and profound that it just
trickles up and shows on all levels of your being. And so, the man that will show
up for you won’t be a man where you have to check to see if the healing is done.
It’ll be the man with whom you will create a new path. A path where you will
learn new lessons. When your souls will be stimulated. Where particularly if
you’re soulmates, it will be challenging at times, because a soulmate won’t buy
into your bullshit, and your soulmate won’t allow you to hide behind a finger of
yourself. Won’t allow you to buy into statements that are really wishy washy and
are really hiding the fact that you’re afraid of going that extra step; or stretching
beyond your comfort zone to even expand more and more your heart. So,
soulmates can be challenging and I won’t even go into a twin flame. If any of you
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knows the difference between a soulmate and a twin flame give me a thumbs up
or else give me a heart if you do not know and so I know what to tell you. But I am
not going to talk about twin flames because it too long, like a whole hour could be
discussed about twin flames. But let’s say with the soulmate, at the soulmate
level this is what happens. So, the answer to the question is: “no you don’t need
to go into the relationship to verify the healing was done correctly”.
So, some people know and some don’t. So, I’m going to give a very brief
description. Basically, a soulmate is a soul in which you’ve made an agreement to
have soulful love, and there’s more than one by the way, because you meet in life
one of the soulmates you decided to have this agreement with and the other
person, the man, doesn’t remember. And so you don’t get to have that
relationship, maybe you do remember and its painful if you do remember and
they don’t. But, believe me, because I know, because I know, becuase I’ve lived
through it, there’s more. So, keep your belief and keep your light shining. Twin
flames is a whole different story. Twin flames is almost your soul that’s split in
half and was embodied in two different people and it’s really not you but it’s
another person and you who have done so many pathways together that you’re
here to mirror the highest, highest level of your soulful path. And, twin flame
relationships are extremely hard, extremely difficult, the love is as intense as it
gets, but it’s not necessarily an easy beautiful loving relationship like what you
may be desiring. It’s a different step into soulfulness altogether.
(So, Dana you put two hearts if you have anything more to say I would love your
input, just type it and I’ll read it as I see it. )

Conclusion
So that addresses that as well. Let me see if there is something else I want to tell
you. So, all the things I wanted to tell you I’ve mentioned today. What I’d like to
do if you’re in agreement is to close today’s live with a short guided, intention
setting asking for all of our spirit guides for help. I get the flow of what I need to
say. So, if you’re in it, let’s just close our eyes. Let’s go into meditation.
Now the video will proceed into the meditation and intention setting.
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Shine bright and see you tomorrow. Bye everybody.
Love and light!
Valerie Bottazzi
Love & Success Coach
www.ValerieBottazzi.com
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